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Concept Plan Overview

The Logan visioning committee identified a number of goals and priority areas during the 
visioning process, which included forming a community identity through entry signage 
and historic markers, improving the pedestrian experience within Logan’s business district, 
creating safe routes to school with established trails, and addressing bicycle-pedestrain 
safety concerns through safer highway crossings. These themes, along with public input 
received at the design workshop, guided the development of the concept plan below.

Community Identity
The steering committee identified three main entrances into Logan that reflect 
significant traffic patterns entering town. The goal of the entry signage design is to 
establish consistent branding to attract new businesses and residents to Logan.

This concept is further explored in boards 8a-c, and additionally referenced in the 
following boards: 9c, 10a-b.

Improved Business District
This redesign of US Highway 30 will benefit the main corridor of businesses and 
traffic in Logan. Adjusting the existing road width to introduce amenity spaces 
and vegetation will create pedestrian-friendly spaces for the community to shop, 
gather, and celebrate Logan’s historic character.

This concept is further explored in boards 9a-c, and additionally referenced in the 
following boards: 8a, 8c.

Trails & Routes to School
The main goals of the trail system are to establish safe walking routes to the 
Logan-Magnolia schools and provide recreational amenities for the community. 
This layout considers public input, commonly traveled bike-pedestrian paths, and 
strategic places to connect to existing sidewalks and trails.

This concept is further explored in boards 10 a-c, and additionally referenced in 
the following boards: 8a, 8c.

Highway Crossings
Through both trails and streetscape improvements, this plan considers safer 
pedestrian crossings that will improve access and safety for non-drivers.

This concept is referenced in the following boards: 9a-b, 10a-c.
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